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GODSLAYER®    Rise of Legends - Errata

Fixing Issues
After three years on the market, the Godslayer rules have been 

put to the test in a lot of games, and have been examined by several  
“rules-lawyers”. During that time a surprising few number of 
contradictions and confusions have come to light.  Here now is the 
revised errata. These are official changes.

p.31 - concoctions
Replace first sentence of 2nd para:
Models carrying potions may use them at any time during their 

standard activation without spending any action tokens to do so.

With:
Models carrying potions may use them at any time during their 

standard activation (as long as this does not interrupt another action) 
without spending any action tokens to do so.

p.38 - drawing line of sight through objects 
Replace:
As well as each model having a sight value, each object also has a 

specific sight value. This sight value is determined by measuring the 
height of an object and using the value of inches as the sight value 
(rounding up). For example a wall which is 2 inches high, has a sight 
value of 2, while a small fence that is 0.5 inches high would have a 
rounded up sight value of 1.

With:
As well as each model having a sight value, each object also has a 

specific sight value. This sight value is determined by measuring the 
height of an object and using the value of inches as the sight value 
(rounding down). For example a wall which is 2 inches high, has a 
sight value of 2, while a small fence that is 0.5 inches high would have 
a sight value of 0.

p.45 - determining the starting player
Replace:
If a warlord is removed from a game in which each player has 

fielded more than one warlord, the controlling player may nominate 
another one of his remaining warlords to be the warband’s leader and 
may therefore use his LEAD for the next priority roll.

With:
If a warlord is removed from a warband in which the player has 

fielded more than one warlord, the controlling player may nominate 
another one of his remaining warlords to be the warband’s leader and 
may therefore use his LEAD for the next priority roll.

p.45 - secret deployment
Replace:
Sometimes a player will have more than one model/unit that can be 

placed in secret deployment. In that case, it is possible that more than 
one model/unit may be located at the same marker.

With:
Sometimes a player will have more than one model/unit that can 

be placed in secret deployment. In that case, it is possible that more 
than one model/unit may be located at the same marker but they may 
be revealed (explained later) one at a time and do not have to be 
revealed together.

Replace:
The secret deployment markers remain in the game until the player 

has revealed all of his relevant models/units, which he may do during 
one of his turns in any round except the first one. Models in secret 
deployment may never be revealed in the first round.

With:
The secret deployment markers remain in the game until the player 

has revealed all of his relevant models/units, which he may do 
during his turns in any round except the first one. Models in secret 
deployment may never be revealed in the first round.

p.46 - secret deployment
Insert after the third sentence:
Secret Deployment is optional for models with this rule. They may 

instead be deployed with the standard deployment rules.

p.47 - secret deployment 
Replace para 2&3:
    If several models/units are deployed on the same marker, it might 

happen that not all models fit into 
The specified deployment area. In this case do the following:
    If a unit uses secret deployment and not all models of it can be 

placed completely within the 5 inch template at the same time, place 
the models around the edge, in base contact, as close as possible to 
the central point.

With:
It might happen that not all models fit within the 5 inch deployment 

template, for instance if several models/units are deployed on the 
same marker, the marker is next to impassable terrain, or the marker 
is near other friendly models. In this case place as many models 
completely within the 5 inch template as possible then place any 
remaining models such that they satisfy these rules:

1) They are as close to the centre of the 5 inch template as possible.
2) They are base to base with other models completely or partially
  within the template.

p.50 - activations 
Insert at end of page:
At the start of a turn, the active player is not required to declare 

which models/units will be activated during that turn.

p.55 - self tactics - ordering procedure
Replace:
1. Check if target is within line of sight and then spend the 

required action tokens for the tactic.

With:
1. Check if target is within line of sight. If it is, spend the required 

action tokens for the tactic. If not, the tactic cannot be ordered.

p.55 - enemy tactics - procedure
Replace:
1. Check if target is within line of sight and then spend the 

required action tokens for the tactic.

With:
1. Check if target is within line of sight. If it is, spend the required 

action tokens for the tactic. If not, the tactic cannot be ordered.

p.55 - self tactics  
Insert at the end of the self tactics section: 
Individual Models using a unit tactic on themselves never need to 

make a LEAD test for that.

p.56 - tactic durations 
Insert at end of first column:
It is not permitted to end tactics before their stated expiration 

conditions listed in the rule description. Of course warlords can end 
one tactic by simply using a different self-tactic.
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p.60 - unit formation
Replace 3rd sentence:
To represent unity, all models in a unit must maintain a so-called 

formation – all models must be within 2 inches of another model of 
that same unit, at the end of each action.

With:
To represent unity, all models in a unit must maintain a so-called 

formation – all models must be within 2 inches of another model of 
that same unit, in an unbroken formation, at the end of each action. 
In other words, the unit models must form a single group of Models 
connected to each other, with each model no more than 2 inches away 
from another unit model.

p.62 - declaring charges
Replace:
A charge may not be declared for a model/unit if it has: 

performed any movement actions, any Melee attacks (page 
69), Missile attacks (page 74), Magic attacks (page 78) or  
Thaumaturgy Spells (page 77) or performed any passive activations in 
this round.

With:
A charge may not be declared for a model/unit if it has: 

performed any movement actions, any Melee attacks (page 
69), Missile attacks (page 74), Magic attacks (page 78) or  
Thaumaturgy Spells (page 77).

p.64 – moving chargers
Replace:
Since a charger enjoys its charge bonus for the entire round, it will 

also benefit when subsequently attacking other enemy models which 
it did not initially charge. 

With:
Since a charger enjoys its charge bonus for the entire turn, it will 

also benefit when subsequently attacking other enemy models which 
it did not initially charge.

p.65 - slay movement
Insert at end of page:
Tactics which keep a model temporarily in play after it has been 

destroyed (such as Defiant in Death) and rules which return a model 
to life after being destroyed (such as Soulbound) do not prevent the 
destroying model performing slay movement.   

If a charging model is knocked down or made stationary during its 
charge attack, then it is no longer eligible to make slay movement for 
this charge.

p.73 - free strikes
Replace:
A model may perform a free strike at any model that voluntarily 

leaves or passes through its melee range. A free strike is performed 
immediately when the model leaves the melee range. After the free 
strike has been resolved, the attacked model may continue moving 
and performing actions as normal.

With:
A model may perform a free strike at any model that leaves or passes 

through its melee range. A free strike is performed immediately when 
the model leaves the melee range. If a model has multiple attacks 
with different ranges, it makes only one free-strike using an attack 
with its highest melee range. After the free strike has been resolved, 
the attacked model may continue moving and performing actions as 
normal. 

p.73 free strikes
Insert at the end of the Free Strikes section.
Free strikes employ any weapon abilities of the chosen attack, and 

any tactics which might be already active, but they do not benefit from 
a fighting style bonus.

p.75 - cover
Replace first para of Cover section:
A person who is hidden directly behind another person or an object 

that is directly in front of them would of course be even harder to hit 
than in the case of screening. Therefore a screened model which is 
within 2 inches of the interposing model or object screening it counts 
as being in cover.

With:
A person who is hidden directly behind another person or an object 

that is directly in front of them would of course be even harder to hit 
than in the case of screening. Therefore a screened model which is 
within 2 inches of the interposing model or object screening it counts 
as being in cover instead of being screened.

p.76 - shooting over models
Replace:
In such cases, where the target or shooter has a higher sight value 

than the interposing object/model, the interposing model will not 
provide screening or cover to the target model.

Example: A Wyldfolk of Annyr Beasthunter with a sight value of 
2 targets a Halodyne Demarchon who is completely obscured by a 
Syntarch model. Since the Syntarch has a sight value (SV) of 1, while 
the Beasthunter has SV 2, the Beasthunter may draw line of sight 
over him, and the Syntarch does not provide screening or cover for 
the Demarchon.

With:
In such cases, where the target or shooter has a higher sight value 

than the interposing object/model, the interposing model will provide 
screening or cover to the target model.

Example: A Wyldfolk of Annyr Beasthunter with a sight value of 
2 targets a Halodyne Demarchon who is completely obscured by a 
Syntarch model. Since the Syntarch has a sight value (SV) of 1, while 
the Beasthunter has SV 2, the Beasthunter may draw line of sight 
over him, but the Syntarch does provide screening or cover for the 
Demarchon.

p.76 - shooting at engaged modes 
Replace sentence in 8th paragraph:
This attack roll does not suffer the -2 modifier on the missile  

attack roll.

With:
This attack roll ignores the +2 DEF modifier for the initial target.

p.77 - note
Replace:
A model’s basic MAG stat can be modified by being injured, or 

through tactics, abilities and spells etc. A spell-casting roll is always 
done with 2d6 plus the current MIS of the model.

With:
A model’s basic MAG stat can be modified by being injured, or 

through tactics, abilities and spells etc. A spell-casting roll is always 
done with 2d6 plus the current MAG of the model.

p.78 - spell attacks
Replace:
Each time a spell deals damage to a target model, we speak of this as 

a Spell Attack. Those spell attacks are performed just like other spells 
but sometimes it is important for the rules sake to differentiate between 
melee, missile, spell and magic attacks. As the name indicates, attacks 
by spells would be spell attacks. Magic attacks are something entirely 
different, and are explained later.

With:
Each time a spell deals damage to a target model, we speak of this 

as a Spell Attack. Those spell attacks count as enchanted attacks and 
are performed just like other spells but sometimes it is important for 
the rules sake to differentiate between melee, missile, spell and magic 
attacks. As the name indicates, attacks by spells would be spell attacks. 
Magic attacks are something entirely different, and are explained later.
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p.78 - magic attacks
Replace:
A magic attack is conducted similar to melee and missile attacks, 

but instead of using the MEL or MIS statistic of the attacker, the MAG 
statistic is used instead. To make a magic attack, roll of 2D6 and add 
the current MAG stat of the attacker.

With:
A magic attack is conducted similar to melee and missile attacks, 

but instead of using the MEL or MIS statistic of the attacker, the MAG 
statistic is used instead. MAG attacks always count as enchanted 
attacks. To make a magic attack, roll of 2D6 and add the current MAG 
stat of the attacker.

p.79 - dealing damage
Insert at end of page:
First deduct armor, then apply other damage-deduction effects, and 

lastly apply damage-halving effects. Direct damage is never reduced 
in any way.

p.80 - direct damage
Insert to end of page:
Direct Damage always applies and is not affected by damage 

reduction rules or effects (eg Ethereal, Tenacious, Berserk etc).  
Protection rolls may not be used against direct damage. Nothing 
reduces or negates direct damage unless explicitly stated.

p.81 – critical hits 
Replace:
If a model has a protection roll, it makes a single test for both the 

normal and the critical hit damage.

With:
If a model has a protection roll, it makes a test only for the normal 

damage, not critical hit damage.

p.81 - assault ability
Insert at end of Critical Hits:
Assault attacks cause critical hits with damage equal to the ACT 

spent on the tactic. 

p.86 - fleeing
Replace second sentence: 
A fleeing model/unit automatically moves directly towards its 

deployment zone with maximum possible movement allowance in 
inches by spending as many action tokens as possible for movement, 
up to their exhaustion limit and the limit of their action tokens 
remaining.

With:
A fleeing model/unit automatically moves directly towards the 

table edge of its deployment zone with maximum possible movement 
allowance in inches by spending as many action tokens as possible 
for movement, up to their exhaustion limit and the limit of their action 
tokens remaining.

Insert as para3:
Fleeing models’ flee movement continues until they either rally 

or until their flee movement carries them off the table edge of their 
deployment zone. Once they have fled off the table they count as 
destroyed and will not return to the game.

Insert at the end of page 86
They may also not sustain spells or assign action tokens or be 

affected by friendly tactics or spells, except effects which specifically 
target fleeing models.

p.92 - handling war-machines
Insert at end of p92:
All war-machines are immune to continuous effects, knockdown and 

stationary.

p.92 - war-machines line of sight
Insert at end of section:
War-machines use the MIS statistic of the crew for performing 

missile attacks.

p.93 - model classifications 
Insert section after Heavy Cavalry: 
REGULAR INFANTRY AND CAVALRY
Where necessary for clarity, we will refer to non-heavy and non-

light models as regular infantry/cavalry.

p.104 - difficult terrain
Replace para 9 (red note):
A model halves its movement as soon as, and as long as, any part 

of its base is within difficult terrain is touching or remains in contact 
with an area of difficult terrain.

With:
A model halves its movement as soon as, and as long as, ALL of its 

base is within difficult terrain.

p.104 - impassable terrain
Add to end of impassable terrain:
Models which can ignore impassable terrain may not end their 

movement on impassable terrain.

p.105 - objects
Add this new section to the Terrain chapter, after Buildings section:
OBJECTS
The sight value of objects is always rounded down to the nearest 

inch. For example a 13/4 inch tall wall would be an SV1 object. 
Models may only cross objects of a sight value less than their own. So 
in this example all models on small bases would be unable to cross 
this wall, but all models on medium bases would be able to.

Any object of less than SV1 would be crossable by basically any 
model (except those with SV0).  Individual objects, linear walls, and 
groups of spaced objects less than SV1 would count as objects with 
SV0.  Whole sections of ground covered in majorly in SV0 objects 
would in fact be classed as difficult terrain.  Players should identify 
objects and terrain before the start of the game and decide what each 
items counts as.

When moving over objects, measure the distance from one edge to 
the other being crossed, and multiply this distance by 2.  This is the 
cost in inches to cross it.

For example a wall which is a fraction over 1 inch tall would be an 
SV1 object and model with a small base standing completely behind it 
would be impossible to target with a missile attack by another model 
which has SV1 - but could be targetted by a model with SV2 (see 
page 38).

For example, a broken stone pillar 2 inches wide and half an inch 
tall is classed as an object with SV0 by players before the game.  If a 
model with SV1 and MOV3 was moving over it, then it would cost him 
4 inches movement to do so, and because models are not allowed to 
end movement on top of objects, he would need make 2 MOV actions 
to cross it. Once he is standing behind the object with his base fully 
obscured from Line of sight, the model could be targeted because the 
SV of the object (SV0) is less than the SV of the model, however, the 
model would benefit from cover.  

p.117 - fields of the fallen
Insert into the statistics: 
MAG 6

Replace:
The charged model may counter-attack this charge attack normally.

With:
Fallen ones cannot be engaged, so they cannot be attacked. 

However they can be attacked with counterattacks. They may not be 
targeted by Spell or MAG attacks. They have a melee range of zero.
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p.115 - celestial vortex
Replace: 
At the beginning of each round (also in the first round), before 

determining the starting player, move each vortex 1D6 inches in a 
random direction.

With:
At the beginning of each round (also in the first round), before 

determining the starting player, move each vortex 3 inches in a 
random direction.

p.119 - lost artifact
Replace:
Victory Conditions

A player wins the game if one of his models/units carrying the lost 
artefact moves off any of the table edges.

With:
Victory Conditions

A player wins the game if one of his models/units carrying the lost 
artefact moves off any table edge inside the opponent’s deployment 
zone.

p.129 - death triumphant
Replace:
Each time the Bloodgut Ravager destroys a living enemy unit leader 

or musician through a melee attack, the unit of the destroyed model 
must immediately pass a Horror test or flee.

With:
Each time the Bloodgut Ravager destroys a living enemy unit leader 

or musician through a melee attack, the unit of the destroyed model 
must immediately pass a Horror test or flee. Death Triumphant lasts 
until the end of the current round.

p.136 – urghast charm 
Replace:
The bearer gains Magic resistance. Mighty Magic resistance: the 

bearer cannot be affected by effects or damage caused by enemy 
spells or Magic attacks.

With:
The bearer gains Mighty Magic resistance. Mighty Magic 

resistance: the bearer cannot be affected by effects or damage caused 
by enemy spells or Magic attacks.

p.136 – parasite amulet
Replace:
Once per round at any time during the bearer’s activation, a target 

friendly model within line of sight and LEAD range of the bearer 
suffers D6 direct damage.

With:
Once per round at any time during the bearer’s standard activation, 

a target friendly model within line of sight and LEAD range of the 
bearer suffers D6 direct damage.

p.137 – spiked horror
Insert: 
This spell may target a model or unit

p.154 - waters of foretelling
Replace:
Once per game, the bearer may reroll one priority roll once

With:
The next priority roll which occurs after the round in which this 

potion has been used may be re-rolled.

p.154 - avatar‘s claw
Replace:
The bearer may choose one additional spell from the Logos of the 

Gods spell set.

With:
The bearer may buy one additional spell from the Logos of the Gods 

spell set.

p.155 - logos of alythea - god smite
Replace:
Target unit may use any of their tactics simultaneously in the same 

standard activation. Clarion call lasts until the end of the current 
round.

With:
God Smite may only target models classified as creatures.

p.155 - logos of alythea - wrath of the gods
Replace:
God Smite may only target models classified as creatures.

With:
Make one magic attack roll against each model of a target unit, 

using the spellcaster’s MAG statistic. Each model hit suffers a POW 
1 damage roll.

p.155 - logos of the gods - arrow protection
Replace:
Target model/unit may re-roll any attack die which results in a 1 

once. Divine Intervention lasts until the end of the current round but 
may be sustained.

With:
Target model/unit gains +2 DEF against missile attacks. Arrow 

Protection lasts until the end of the current round but may be 
sustained.

p.160 - counteract
Replace:
Target enemy model/unit may not perform or receive any tactics. 

Counteract lasts until the end of the current round.

With:
Target enemy model/unit may not perform or receive any further 

tactics. Counteract lasts until the end of the current round.

p.161 - soulbound
Replace:
Each time a friendly model within LEAD range of the Mortifex is 

destroyed, he may immediately remove D3 life-points from his health 
bar.

With:
Each time a friendly living or undead model within LEAD range of 

the Mortifex is destroyed, he may immediately remove D3 life-points 
from his health bar.

p.168 - veil of smoke
Replace:
Place a 3” AOE cloud effect centered above each Xisteri Bomber 

of the unit. Veil of Smoke automatically ends the Xisteri Bomber’s 
standard activation. Veil of Smoke lasts until the start of the Xisteri 
Bomber’s standard activation in the following round.

With:
Place a 3” AOE haze effect centered above each Xisteri Bomber 

of the unit. Veil of Smoke automatically ends the Xisteri Bomber’s 
standard activation. Veil of Smoke lasts until the start of the Xisteri 
Bomber’s standard activation in the following round.

p.169 - moloch - undead 
Insert:
…In addition, the Moloch cannot receive tactics, may not be 

assigned action tokens and may not chose a fighting style.  
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p.169 - jaw - septic spit
Replace:
* Septic Spit: target living model damaged by a Jaw attack of 

the Moloch suffers 1 point direct damage, each time it spends an 
action token for movement or combat actions. Septic Spit is a toxic 
continuous effect.

With:
* Septic Spit: target living model damaged by a Jaw attack of the 

Moloch suffers 1 point direct damage for each action token spent on 
movement or combat actions. Septic Spit is a toxic continuous effect.

p.172 - morticon almanach
Replace:
The bearer may choose one additional spell from any Mortan spell 

set at the beginning of the game.

With:
The bearer may buy one additional spell from any Mortan spell set 

at the beginning of the game.

p.172 – mortifier 
Insert:
New models may not be added above the unit maximum.  Place the 

new model in formation with the unit.  

p.178 – doomangr devastator
Insert at the end of the item description:
Doomangr Devastator attack rolls may not be modified by any 

bonuses.

p.196 – duskborn chieftain - carnage
Insert:
The Slay Movement of the unit is performed after all unit models 

have resolved their charge attack.

p.206 – skullsmasher oakbows - cowardice 
Replace:
When the Skullsmasher Oakbows become engaged in melee, they 

may immediately flee and count as fleeing until they rally.

With:
When the Skullsmasher Oakbows become engaged in melee 

(including charges), but before any attacks have been performed, 
they may immediately flee and do not suffer free-strikes, and count as 
fleeing until they rally. For charges, this results in a failed charges if 
the Oakbows have movement enough to outrun the chargers charge 
range.

p.208 styganite crystal
Relace with new description:
Once per game, at any time during the bearer’s standard activation, 

it may place a 3” AOE template anywhere completely within 10 
inches and line of sight. Models under the template suffer a POW 2 
damage roll.

p.219 - stormbow
Replace:
* Skewer: Target model with an equal or smaller sized base than 

the Stormbow Beasthunter, damaged by a Stormbow attack, is 
moved directly back 2 inches immediately after the damage has been 
applied. The target model immediately stops its movement when it 
touches an object or another model. On a critical hit, the target model 
is in addition immediately knocked down after it has been moved back 
2 inches.

With:
* Skewer: Target model with an equal or smaller sized base than 

the Stormbow Beasthunter, damaged by a Stormbow attack, is moved 
directly back 2 inches immediately after the damage has been applied. 
The target model immediately stops its movement when it touches 
an object or another model. On a critical hit, the target model is in 
addition immediately knocked down after it has been moved back.

p.225 - megalith  
Change LEAD statistic from 0 to 10.

p.226 – thornwall seeds
Replace:
Once per game place an object with a sight value of 1, measuring 

3” length and 1” width anywhere within LEAD range of the bearer 
at any time during its activation. The object remains in play for the 
rest of the game and is treated as an object and is treated as a difficult 
terrain piece with 2” in width.

With:
Once per game place an object with a sight value of 1, measuring 

3” length and 2” width anywhere within LEAD range of the bearer 
at any time during his standard activation. The object remains in play 
for the rest of the game and is treated as an object.

p.226 - widow bringer
Replace:
Before resolving a Widow Bringer damage roll the bearer may 

spend one life-point up to a maximum of 3 to deal 1 direct damage to 
the attacked model for each life point spent.

With:
Before resolving a Widow Bringer damage roll the bearer may 

spend life-points up to a maximum of 3 to deal 1 direct damage to the 
attacked model for each life-point spent.

p.227 - glamour of cadros
This spell works within LEAD-range of the spellcaster and therefore 

the mentioned „RNG“ of 8“ can be ignored. 

p.227 – transfer monument
Replace:
Target monument may be placed anywhere within 8” of it’s original 

position

With:
Target monument may be placed anywhere within 8” of it’s current 

position

p.227 - shapeshift 
Replace:
The spellcaster may change his basic statistics and the power of its 

melee weapons to those of any friendly living model within 2” and 
line of sight of it. Shapeshift lasts until the end of the current round 
but may be sustained.

With:
The spellcaster may change his basic statistics (and the stats, effects 

and attack options of its melee weapons) to those of any friendly 
living model within 2” and line of sight of it. Shapeshift lasts until the 
end of the current round but may be sustained.

Clarifications
Besides fixing some of the issues we have discovered so far, we also 

have some clarifications to make based on  discussions about several 
rules going on in the forums. We thought it would be a nice idea to 
clarify the most important discussions right here in this document. 

This is not really an errata, more a clarification for those that 
stumble over the same game situations or questions.

enchanted attacks

In the world of Godslayer some races and creatures are particularly 
affected by magic. 

Spell attacks, magic attacks, and all attacks using items count as 
enchanted attacks. Enchanted attacks have special effects upon 
certain models, as noted in their profile cards.
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halving damage
Some items or effects allow you to halve the damage a model has 

suffered. This halving is always done after the final damage the model 
would suffer has been determined, which means after the ARM value 
has been subtracted, etc.

ignore shields
You may have already encountered some foes that simply ignore 

shield bonuses with, e.g., their morning stars. Models that ignore 
shield bonuses only ignore the shield bonus itself, not shield-based 
bonuses of effects or tactics like Testudo, Shieldwall or Phalanx.

spellcaster units
If a spellcaster unit casts a spell, the unit pays the ACT for the spell 

casting action, but each individual unit member may choose its target 
and will perform a separate spell casting roll.

haze effects
A haze effect blocks line of sight to models positioned completely 

behind it but not to models that are within a haze effect. Models 
entirely or even partially inside a haze effect count as being in cover 
for models outside of it and do not suffer any line of sight penalties 
from the haze effect they are in.

different non-cumulative modifiers
If a model has a stat modified by several different rules 
(for example +1 MEL and +1 MEL), are they added 
together?

If a model is under the effect of several different modifiers which 
affect the same stat, then all modifiers apply. If a rule says “non-
cumulative”, then that means that rule cannot be applied multiple 
times to the same stat, but it could still be combined with other 
modifiers.

hitting non-targetted models
Some models have items or abilities which prevent them  being 

targeted by certain attacks. Can they still potentially  be hit even 
though they are not “targeted”? 

Yes, such models can still be hit by effects which do not target them, 
for example spells with an AOE effect or deviating attacks etc.

modifying attacks 
Can POW of damage rolls from tactics be modified?

In general attacks include MEL, MIS, MAG and spell attacks. Some 
special rules allow a model to make an “attack” or an “attack Roll” 
or even a “damage roll” beside through regular attacks, for example 
through tactics, abilities or items. We shall refer to these as “Special 
Attacks”.

The stated POW of damage rolls counts as the “basic POW”, just as 
a weapon also has a basic POW level.

 These Special Attacks may also be modified.

 In general it should be very clear from attack type which modifiers 
apply to which Special Attacks, but we will state it here explicitly to 
avoid any incorrect interpretations.

 Special Attacks requiring a MEL attack roll:

Some effects allow a MEL attack or a “melee attack roll”. Any 
modifiers from spells, tactics, abilities, charge bonus, fighting styles 
etc. which apply to regular melee attacks also apply to special attacks 
which require a melee attack roll. Both attack roll and damage roll 
may be modified.

Example: a Shield-Bash attack could benefit from +1 to hit from 
Offensive Fighting Style and +1 to hit and +1 damage from Strongarm 
Ale.

 NOTE: charge bonuses and fighting-style bonuses can only 
apply to MEL attacks, NOT to MAG attacks, MIS attacks or 
Spell attacks.

 Special Attacks requiring a MIS attack roll:

Some rules allow special attacks from missile weapons. These 
attacks Can also be modified by rules which apply to regular missile 
attacks if the special attack requires a missile attack roll.

Example 1: a Bow Assault tactic could benefit from +1 damage 
from Hurricane Winds spell.

Example 2: the spell Arrow Protection could give +2 DEF against a 
Pilum Assault tactic attack roll.

Special Attacks requiring a MAG attack roll:

Special attacks using a “magic attack” or a “MAG attack roll” can 
also benefit from bonuses if they use a MAG attack roll.

Example: Leyline Flare spell cast on Wycca Warriors would modify 
their MAG stat by +2, and would therefore modify their Soul Harvest 
tactic attacks.

Straight Damage rolls without attack rolls:

If a rule instructs to simply make a damage roll, and does not require 
an attack roll of some kind (MEL, MIS or MAG), then this may only 
be modified by rules which affect all damage rolls.

Spell Attacks

Note many spells apply a straight damage roll, these would be  Spell 
Attacks, and could only be modified by something which speficially 
Applied to Spell damage  (Oracle’s Trance tactic, or damage in 
general (Fury of Mabhdus spell).

attacks vs. attack rolls
Is there a difference between an attack and an “attack roll”?

An attack roll is part of an attack. If a tactic or other rule instructs 
to make an “attack roll” (for example, Chasm Cracker, and Aura of 
Decomposing), then this is considered an attack, and may be modified 
where relevant (see above clarification on modifying attacks and the 
errata on Chasm Cracker).

slay-movement vs. free-strikes
Does a model making Slay Movement suffer free-strikes?

No, a model performing Slay Movement is immune to free strikes; 
as mentioned at the end of page 65 of the Godslayer rulebook.

non-charging models of a charging unit
Do non-charging models of a charging unit benefit from charge 

bonus (for example if some models are blocked by  objects)?

Non-charging models do not benefit from charge bonus as per 64 
of the rulebook.

friendly models vs. self
Does a model count as a friendly model to itself?

An originating model counts as a friendly model in terms of his own 
effects, however, keep in mind auras do not affect the source model 
of the aura.

fear and horror from same model
Does a model need to test for fear and horror from the same  source 

(for example due to an ability and an item)?,

No, as per p.85 Multiple Psychology Effects - only test for horror.

attacking models using multi-target attacks
Do they target enemy or all models?

Follow exactly on the rule description.
Circular Slash and Circle of Death attacks may target other models 

within melee range, and then if successful may target another model. 
There is no requirement to target own models. Conversely, Thrash 
targets ALL models within MEL range.

abilities effects – friendly vs. all
Some abilities that target models in a radius name models 
in general and some target only enemies.  Is this correct?
Yes, this is intentional and means exactly what is written
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dual effects with different name
How is this handled when two different rules have the same 
effect?
As stated in the rulebook, models employing the same effect from 

two different sources (for example Killling Machine and Grace of 
Achallon) can apply both modifiers, (in this example you would roll 
4 to-hit dice and remove the lowest 2).

increasing act statistic
Does a model get +1 to his action tokens with a talisman/potion that 

augments its basic statistics by +1? (for example the Ancestral Crystal 
and the water of truth).

Only if the item is active at all times during the game

(including the Initiation Phase when Action Tokens are generated). 
A potion for example is used in the activation phase after Action 
Tokens have been generated, so raising the stat does not give an extra 
action token in that case.

concealment sight value – ground
Does the ground give screening for SV1 models with models 

shooting at them from SV0? (for example models using Concealment)

No. Only models and objects give screening or cover.

concealment sight value - hills
Models with Sight Value zero (using Concealment) which are 

standing on a hill would not be able to target models behind a wall on 
lower ground which has SV1, because the total SV of the shooters is 
only 1 instead of the usual 2. Is that right?

Correct. Assume that for concealment the models are lying on 
the ground or kneeling down behind shrubs. If they want to shoot 
models behind walls from a hill then they need to stop using their 
Concealment.

effects defined
What exactly is an “effect” in Godslayer?

An “effect” is any change which is the result of a special rule. This 
includes items, tactics, abilities, special talents, spells, shield abilities, 
weapon abilities. Basically any rule listed on a profile card.

“Effects” also includes a few standard game rules: special effects 
(such as stationary, knock-down, AOEs, haze effects, continuous 
effects, protection rolls, auras) and psychology effects (such as fear, 
horror, fearless and hardened Will).

COMBAT ACTION
What exactly is a combat action?
Any MIS, MAG or MEL attack action.

RENDING VERSIONS
We have two different effects with the same name – which one is 

correct?:

Banebrood Gigantic Jaws upgrade spell adds 2 Points  additional 
damage.

The Bloodvarg ability does D3 direct damage.
Just play each is it is written. We will change this in a future edition.

Report Errors and Issues
All the fixing of issues and clarifications in this document have been 

made possible by YOU - the players! We hope that you will continue 
to support us with your reports about possible issues or mistakes, even 
though we strongly hope there are no more errors to report!

If you have any questions about how to resolve or understand 
specific rules or a game situation that was unclear to you, please let 
us know about it by either writing us an email or just join our official 
forums (http://forums.megalith-games.com).

Thanks again and let´s get on with the gaming!
- Your Megalith Games Team


